Magnetization studies of diluted magnetic semiconductors in high fields are reviewed. Magnetization steps due to pairs were originally used to measure the near neighbor exchange constant J1. They are now also used to determine: (1) the smaller exchange constants J2 and J3 , (2) the difference between J1 's for inequivalent near neighbors in wurtzite diluted magnetic semiconductors, and (3) the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction. A different type of magnetization step, due to isolated ions, is used to determine the un iaxial anisotropy of Co ++ ions in wurtzite diluted magnetic semiconductors. In Fe-based diluted magnetic semiconductors the high-field magnetization exhibits two effects: (1) strong dependence on field direction in cubic diluted magnetic semiconductors, and (2) reversal of the un iaxíal magnetization-anisotropy in wurtzite diluted magnetic semiconductors.
Introduction and scope
Many laboratories are equipped with 9 T superconducting magnets. Much higher magnetic fields are available only in a few installations. At present the maximum available dc fields are near 30 T. Experiments in higher fields are performed in pulsed magnets. Non-destuctive pulsed fields of 60 T (with the sample surviving) have been produced, but 45 T pulsed fields are more common.
Any diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) can be viewed as being composed of two subsystems: magnetic and electronic. The magnetic subsystem consists of the 3d (or 4f) magnetic ions. The electronic subsystem consists of the s-like electrons and p-like holes near the band edges. The unique properties of DMS arise from the sp-d interaction which couples the two subsystems. It leads to spectacular magnetooptical and magnetotransport effects [1, 2] . The magnetic subsystem itself, however, is also of great interest because DMS are excellent examples of dilute magnetic materials.
This talk focuses on high-field magnetization measurements in which we have been involved. Some similar measurements by other groups, and a few results below 9 T, are also included. All these studies relate only to the magnetic subsystem. Obviously, only a fraction of high-field research on DMS is reviewed here. Optical and transport studies, crucial for studying the effects of the sp-d interaction, are not included.
Magnetic ions and their interactions
Much of the DMS research to date has focused on II-VI compounds. Among these, Mn-based DMS have been studied most extensively, but Fe-based and Cobased DMS have also been investigated. There is now a strong evidence that the magnetic ions in these systems enter substitutionally into the cation sites, and are randomly distributed over these sites [3] . Random distribution means that the fact that a given cation site is occupied by a magnetic ion does not change the probability of occupancy of any nearby cation site. Thus, the probability that any cation site is occupied is equal to the fraction x of cations which are magnetic. The fact that the distribution of magnetic ions is random is very important. Had the magnetic ions tended to cluster (or avoid each other), any property would have depended on the degree of clustering, i.e., difficult to calculate from first principles.
Consider first the magnetic ions. The Mn++ and Co++ ions both contain an odd number of 3d electrons. Kramers theorem then implies that the ground level, at zero field, is degenerate. This level will undergo a Zeeman splitting in a field H, leading to conventional type (Brillouin type) magnetism. In contrast, Fe++ has an even number of 3d electrons (six), leading to a singlet ground state. As a result, the magnetism of Fe++ is of the Van Vleck type, not of the Brillouin type [4] .
The magnetism of Fe-based DMS is strongly dependent on crystal field parameters, and on the spin-orbit coupling constant λ, which control the energy-level stucture of isolated Fe++ ions. Values for these parameters can be obtained from independent optical, IR, and Raman experiments. Exchange interactions between Fe++ ions are also important.
The Mn++ ion, in Mn-based DMS, is an S-state ion which acts as an ideal spin with S = 5/2 and g = 2.0. The crystal field splittings are very small, much less than 0.1 K [5] . In Cobased DMS the Co++ ion acts as a spin S = 3/2, but the g factor is about 2.3, instead of the pure-spin value 2.0 [6] . When the crystal stucture is wurtzite (hexagonal symmetry) the Co++ ion is subjected to an axial crystal fleld, creating a single-ion anisotropy of the form DS. This anisotropy splits the 4-fold degenerate level (S = 3/2) into two doublets: Sz = ±3/2 on top and SZ = ±1/2 below. For Co++ in CdS or CdSe the separation 2D between the doublets is of order 1 K.
The dominant interaction between magnetic ions is the d-d exchange inter-action. For spins i and j it has the form The exchange constants Jib in II-VI DMS are antiferromagnetic (negative, in our notation), and they decrease rapidly with the distance r, 2 . The nearest-neighbor (NN) exchange constant J 1, which is the largest, is an order of magnitude larger than J2 for next-nearest-neighbors (NNNs). The theory of the exchange interactions in Mn-based DMS is reviewed in [7] . Among the other interactions between the magnetic ions the most important is the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya (DM) interaction, of the form The largest Dij is expected to be D1. Its magnitude for Mn-based DMS was calculated by Larson and Ehrenreich [8] . They found that it increases with the atomic number of the anion. Even for the tellurides, for which D1 is largest, the value of |D 1 /J 1 | is only 0.05.
Magnetization steps
The leading techniques for measuring the largest exchange constant, J 1, use either high-field magnetization steps (MSTs) [3, 9] or inelastic neutron scattering [10] . The first generation of MSTs succeeded in determining J1 in virtually all Mn-based II-VI DMS. More recently the technique has been extended along several lines: (1) the determination of J1 in some Cobased II-VI DMS (CdCoS and CdCoSe) using 60 T pulsed fields [11] ; (2) studies of inequivalent NNs in the wurtzite stucture [12] ; (3) determination of the smaller exchange constants J2 and J3 [13] , and (4) observations of another type of MST, arising from isolated Co++ ions in wurtzite DMS [14] .
Below, we start from a simple model which brings out the physics of the MSTs. We then discuss some of the newer developments.
The J1 model
We assume that the magnetic ions are either Mn++ or Co++, i.e., degenerate ground level at H = 0. The dominant exchange constant is J1. In the J1 model it is assumed that there are no other exchange interactions, or any other interactions except with the magnetic field H.
For low x it is convenient to consider each magnetic ion as belonging to a particular type of "cluster". The smallest cluster is a "single", with no magnetic NNs. The next type of cluster is a "pair", i.e., two magnetic ions which are NNs of each other but which have no other magnetic NNs. Next in size are triplets (there are two types, open and closed), followed by quartets, quintets, etc.
Assuming a random distribution, one can calculate the probabilities for a magnetic ion to be in each type of cluster. For x up to several percent the largest probability is to be a single, and the next largest is to be in a pair. The main features of the magnetization curve for low x can then be recovered by considered only singles and pairs. In this approximation (which serves as a good beginning) the magnetization is the sum of the magnetizations of singles and of pairs. The magnetization of singles follows the Brillouin function. At liquid helium temperatures it is nearly saturated at 10 T. The magnetization of pairs is much more interesting.
The energy levels of a pair at Η = 0 are given by where ST is the total spin of the pair, and S is the spin of each of the ions (e.g., 3/2 for Co++). The energy Ε is governed by ST At low T (kB T « 2|J1 |) the changes in the value of m for the ground state lead to the magnetization steps shown in Fig. c . We shall refer to these MSTs as J1 steps because they arise from J1 pairs, each consisting of two spins coupled by J1. The J1 steps occur at the fields Η (n = 1, 2, ...2S) which, one can easily show, are given by where g is the g-factor for the magnetic ion, and μB is the Bohr magneton.
Two pieces of information can be obtained from the J1 steps: the value of J1, and the concentration of J1 pairs. In the J1 model the value of J1 is obtained from Hn via Eq. (4). To obtain a more accurate value it is necessary to modify the model to include the weaker exchange interactions (J2, J3, etc.). These weaker interactions change Eq. (4) to where the shifts Δn are small compared to 2|J1. An approximate treatment [15] shows that Δn are nearly independent of n so that ‚T 1 is obtained from the difference between different Hn, e.g.,
The values of J1 in virtually all Mn-based II-VI DMS were obtained from J1 steps [3, 9, 16] . For these materials a typical value of J1/kB is -10 K. Such a value implies that the first J1 step occurs typically near 15 T (150 kG). For Cobased II-VI DMS the values of J1 are much higher [10] , so that very high fields are required to observe the J1 steps. Only recently was the first J1 step observed in CdCoS and in CdCoSe using 60 T pulsed fields [11] . The concentration of J1 pairs is obtained from the magnetization rise ΔΜ associated with each J1 step. Each pair in the sample contributes a rise of gμB to the magnetic moment, corresponding to Δ|m| = 1. In all experiments in which ΔΜ was analyzed the number of pairs was in reasonable agreement with random distribution. Figure 2 shows an example of the first two magnetization steps in CdMnSe [12] . These data were taken in 3He. An interesting feature is the stucture observed in the second step, i.e., this step is composed of two "half-steps" of equal magnitude. We now discuss these half-steps.
Inequivalent N.Ns
The crystal structure of II-VI DMS is either zinc-blende (cubic} or wurtzite (hexagonal). In either structure there are 12 NN cation sites. In the zinc -blende structure all 12 possible NN pairs are equivalent by symmetry. In the wurtzite stucture, however, there are two types of NN pairs. For one type, both magnetic pairs. Even in the ideal wurtzite structure, for which all 12 NN sites are equidistant (cation lattice is hcp), the "in" and "out" J1 pairs are inequivalent by symmetry. In particular, the values of J1 are slightly different. The reason is that although the dominant exchange path (through the intervening anion) is the same for all J1 pairs, some of the other superexchange paths are not.
The difference between J1 i n " a n d J t s p l i t s e a c h J 1 s t e p i n t o t w o h a l f s t e p s o f equal magnitude. The splitting (difference between the fields at the two half-steps) is proportional to n. Thus, the splitting of the second step is twice that of the first step, which explains why only the second step is split in Fig. 2. (The splitting of the first step was observed at much lower temperatures.)
Half-steps due to inequivalent NNs in the wurtzite structure were observed in CdMnS [17] and in CdMnSe [12] . In CdMnS the difference ΔJ 1 between the two J1's is 13%. In CdMnSe it is 15%. A line-shape analysis for CdMnSe, which included the broadening of the MSTs caused by the DM interaction, showed that J1in is larger than J1out. The same analysis also gave an estimate for the DM constant D1 . All these results (magnitude and sign of ΔJ1, and value of D1) agree with theory [8, 18] .
The J1-J2 model
In this model both J1 and J2 are included but all other exchange interactions are ignored [13] . Such a model presupposes. that the second largest exchange constant is J2 , as expected, and that other exchange constants are much smaller.
There are then four types of clusters: (1) singles, with no NNs or NNNs, (2) pure J1 clusters (e.g., J1 pairs with no NNNs), (3) pure J2 clusters (e.g., J2 pairs), and (4) mixed J1-J2 clusters (e.g., J1 pairs for which one of the two spins also has a ΝΝΝ).
In the context of the MSTs the most important effect of adding J2 to the model is the appearance of a new series of MSTs, arising from J2 pairs. These J2 steps occur at fields Hn given by Eq. (5), but with 'T1 replaced by J2. Because J2 is typically an order of magnitude smaller than J1, the J2 steps occur at much lower fields. This is shown in Fig. 3b . Adding J2 to the model also leads to a fine structure in the J1 steps, which is also shown in Fig. 3b . Often this fine stucture is not resolved, so that it manifests itself as both a broadening of the J1 steps and a small shift of Hn. (This shift is one of the contributions to L". The remaining contributions arise from J3 , J4 etc.)
The most serious obstacle to observing J2 steps is the temperature requirement kBT « 2|J2 |. Thus far J2 steps were observed only in Cobased DMS, in which the exchange interactions (including J2) are relatively strong [13, 19] . There is, of course, no reason to stop at J2. One can easily formulate a J1-J2-J3 model. Such a model leads to J3 steps, in addition to J1 and J2 steps. Both J2 and J3 steps were observed in ZnCoTe, which made it possible to test predictions for the distance dependence of Jij [13] .
Magnetization step due o singles
A completely different type of magnetization step occurs for isolated Co++ ions (singles) in the wurtzite stucture. The energy level diagram for an isolated Co++ ion in this structure is shown in Fig. 4 . The single-ion anisotropy D S 2 z creates a zerofield splitting of magnitude 2D, separating the Sz = ±3/2 doublet from the Sz = ±1/2 doublet.
At low temperatures, kBT « 2D, the magnetization curve for H || c consists of two parts. First, the magnetization arising from the ±1/2 doublet follows a Brillouin function for S = 1/2, and becomes saturated. Then the S z = -3/2 level crosses the -1/2 level, giving rise to a large magnetization step. This type of magnetization step is not new, but it is new in the context of DMS. It was obServed in both CdCoS and CdCoSe [14] . Figure 5 shows some of the results.
In CdCoS the value of D obtained from the magnetization step for singles agreed with early EPR data, but in CdCoSe it did not. Recent EPR work in the University of Montpellier and in the University of Zaragoza [20] showed that the value of D deduced from the early EPR work [21] was based on a misidentification of the resonance line observed at the higher field (5.7 kOe for H c). When this error is corrected, the EPR value for D agrees with that determined from the magnetization step.
Magnetization anisotropy for Fe++ ions
As noted, Fe++ has a singlet ground state which leads to Van Vleck type paramagnetism [4] . The magnetization of isolated Fe++ ions is then calculated using the crystal-field model, sometimes including also the Jahn-Teller effect.
Recent work on Fe-based II-VI DMS uncovered two interesting effects at high fields. First, in zinc-blende (cubic) DMS the high-field magnetization at low T is anisotropic [22] [23] [24] . It is largest for H | | [100] , and smallest for H | | [111] .
This contrasts with the isotropic behavior at low flelds. The dependence of the high-field magnetization on field direction decreases as T increases. For samples with low x (for which most magnetic ions are singles in the ‚T1 model) the effect is reasonably well described by the crystal-field model. Figure 6 compares some recent experimental results with theory [24] .
A second effect was observed in wurtzite (hexagonal) materials, CdFeSe and CdFeS. At low Η the magnetization for Η c is larger than for Η 1 c, but above || 200 kOe the opposite is true [25, 26] . This reversal of the axial magnetization-anisotropy is expected from the crystal-field model.
EuTe/PbTe superlattices
EuTe has the rock salt structure (cubic symmetry). The Eu++ ions are S-state ions, each with spin 7/2, and they form a fcc lattice. Bulk EuTe orders antiferromagnetically at TN 9.7 K. The antiferromagnetic order is fcc type II, i.e., ferromagnetic (111) planes with the spins in adjacent planes pointing in opposite directions. The anisotropy is predominantly due to the dipole-dipole interaction, which makes the (111) planes the easy planes. If a high magnetic field is applied, it ultimately destroys the antiferromagnetic order at the "canted-toparamagnetic" transition field Η. For bulk EuTe at Τ = 0, H = 72 kOe [27] .
Recently Kostyk et al. [28] investigated the magnetic properties of (100) EuTe/PbTe superlattices grown by MBE. The thickness of the EuTe layers varied from 1 to 8 atomic layers. The PbTe layers had a thickness of 30 atomic layers, designed to decouple the EuTe layers magnetically. A 2950 Α thick (100) EuTe film was also measured.
For the film the order-disorder phase transitions, both at TN (zero field) and at Ηc, w e r e s i m i l a r t o t h o s e i n t h e b u l k . F o r t h e s u p e r l a t t i c e i n w h i c h e a c h E u T e layer consisted of 8 atomic layers the transitions were still similar to those in the bulk, but TN and Η were depressed by 10%. As the thickness decreased, the values of TN and Η became lower and the transitions broadened. For a monolayer of EuTe no transitions were found. These results are attributed to a loss of exchange bonds (near the surfaces) with decreasing thickness, and to a 3d -^ 2d crossover of the lattice dimensionality.
At low fields (Η « Η) there are significant differences between the mag- . These differences indicate that the spins at zero field are in the plane of the layer. Surprisingly, this result also holds for the 2950 Α film. Thus, the finite thickness of the (100) layer, or film, has a significant effect on the magnetic anisotropy.
In an early work on (111) EuTe/PbTe superlattices [29] the magnetic anisotropy (different from that observed by us) was attributed to strain associated with lattice mismatch. In contrast, we assumed that even in a superlattice the magnetic anisotropy of the EuTe layers was predominantly due to the dipole-dipole interaction. The reason is that the Eu++ is an S-state, so that its coupling to the lattice is very weak.
Calculations of the dipole-dipole anisotropy show that in (100) layers the easy axes are along the [011] and [011] directions. These directions are at the intersections of the (100) plane of the layer with the {111} planes, which are the easy planes in the bulk. The anisotropy which favors the special directions in the {111} planes is very nearly inversely proportional to the layer thickness. These results explain why the spins are observed to be in the (100) plane of the layer.
